DEVELOPMENTS   IN  CONDITION
f each family, left but little room for new-comers; and if a vacancy
ccurred in a village, the outsider who filled it entered upon the
ime terms as his predecessor. The peasants had no idea of chang-
ig the system of cultivation, nor, indeed, had they the power to
,o so; they had no means of resisting the power of their lord. No
igher authority intervened to improve relations between the
teasant and the lord's agents. Hence developments took place
>ut slowly, and hardly changed the general conditions of the
>easants5 lives.
The change took place mainly at the lord's will, for he found it
 0	his advantage to abandon almost all his reserved lands, which he
vas obliged to exploit by the forced labour of the tenants.  He
listributed these in new holdings, of whose produce he received
 1	share, and substituted a money payment for the corvee, a system
Dy which the tenants paid more, but had more freedom.
The principal change was that an agreement was concluded
between the villeins and their lord in return for a payment. The
preliminary condition was that the peasant should be able to
obtain money. This took place from the twelfth century onwards,
when money once more began to circulate in larger quantities3
and markets sprang up in the towns, where the peasants could sell
their produce.1 The tenants in a village were then able to collect
a sum large enough to obtain a contract from their lord, committed
to writing in a deed (charte), drawn up on the model of the charters
granted by the lords to the towns (see pp. 138-9), for the peasants
were merely following the example of the townspeople. By this
deed the lord bound himself not to impose any dues upon them
in future save those laid down in writing in the deed. This deed
fixed the exact amounts of the dues in kind, of the taille due in
cash, and the conges of every kind; it enumerated in detail the
tariff of fines for every offence, and the conditions in which con-
fiscation was possible, The mass of the tenants had now purchased
as a body the arbitrary power of the lord, which was in future
reduced to a limited right. Such was the sense of the term applied
to this contract - abornement, or abonnement, meaning limitation.
When granted to serfs, the abonnemnt changed their status
before the law, for inasmuch as they were descended from former
slaves, they were subject to the discretionary power of their master,
1 See below, Chapter dc.

